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Reade Signs: Delivering architectural signage to
meet your challenges
When you need to meet a tight deadline
or you require a solution to withstand a
demanding environment, Reade Signs
delivers the innovative and practical
solution to achieve your goals.
At Reade Signs we create all manner
of architectural, wayfinding and
interpretation
signage
for
any
environment. Our core principles of
high quality and successful delivery are
central to all of our work.
We continue to grow as a business
because we are committed to going the
extra mile to meet your specifications,
coupled with the very best customer
service, every single time. We achieve
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this through a collaborative approach.
We work closely with customers,
architects and design professionals to
turn a shared concept into reality.

informative and beautiful signage that
not only stands the test of time, but is
even enhanced by age to harmonise
with its surroundings.

We apply our experience in the signage
industry and our attention to detail to a
thorough understanding of your aims
to create a solution based on what’s
best for your branding, your needs and
the environment you work in.

This brochure showcases a few
examples of our recent work and if you
would like to learn more about how
Reade Signs can help to support your
architectural signage needs please call
or email our Sales Team:

You are guided by Reade Signs through
the entire process, from development
concepts and product prototypes to
manufacturing and final installation.
We use state-of-the-art and traditional
processes to produce distinctive,
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Dartford: Where ‘Pop Art’
meets practicality

Dartford Council engaged Reade Signs
to implement a new wayfinding strategy,
installing fingerposts and monoliths across
the town centre and its green spaces to
showcase why it’s such a great place to live.
Reade Signs was awarded this project
because of our proven track record in
delivering similar schemes, our ability to

work safely in busy environments and to
solve problems quickly.
We manufactured and installed fingerpost
and monolith signs that incorporated
iconic graphic panels designed by Dartford
born Sir Peter Blake, famous for creating
the album cover for The Beatles’
Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band.

This unique project proved to be a huge
hit with both the council and the people
of Dartford.

Gravesend: Using technology to meld
the old with the new
Gravesham Council wanted a new wayfinding strategy for the town of
Gravesend in Kent as part of a town regeneration project. Reade Signs was
asked to create a series of monoliths while refurbishing existing fingerposts.
The docks at Gravesend were once the first port of entry on the Thames and
the town is closely linked to the famous Thames barges that transported cargo
up and down the river. Local sculptor Helen Sinclair created a barge design as
a finial to top the original cast aluminium posts, on which new fingers were
fitted using the octopus sign system.
The sculpture was reproduced in cast resin and treated with a VeroMetal®
bronze finish. VeroMetal® is a metallizing process for applying metal coatings
of different metals and alloys as a cold spray. Once cured, the finish is durable,
suitable for outdoor applications and captures detail beautifully.
The finished product encapsulated the history and pride of the town while
allowing a seamless blend of old and new signage.
The monoliths were installed throughout the town centre using unique
removable ground box foundations to allow for easy removal during carnivals
and events.

Great Malvern: A low-cost, local solution customised
for its environment
The historic town of Great Malvern
was in need of an interpretation trail
between the surrounding Malvern
Hills and the town itself, showcasing its
heritage and enticing walkers to descend
from the hills and visit, via a series of
customised, beautifully manufactured
plaques, artwork and signage.
Reade Signs designed and installed seven
eye-catching and informative monolith
signs and plaques. The council wanted to
use bronze but we suggested aluminium
panels coated with VeroMetal®, which
saved on cost and allowed us to
prototype and find the perfect patina
to complement the natural colours of
the Malvern Stone exposed throughout
the town.

The signs are partly on council grounds
and need to be removed easily. We
used our knowledge and experience to
propose NAL retention sockets as the
ideal solution.

Our experienced installation team
ensured a level of accuracy when
fitting the sockets that allows the
signage structures to be installed and
removed easily.

Lambeth Council: Signage for interpreting our surroundings

Supporting
Lambeth
Council’s
regeneration development, we created
a series of interpretation lecterns at key
places of interest throughout the town.

around them, informing and educating
them about their surroundings,
whether natural or urban, historical
or newly developed.

Interpretation lecterns are information
boards that offer an exciting way to
involve people in the environment

We used vitreous enamel to coat the
lecterns for longevity and durability
and to reflect the heritage character of
their environment.
This method of coating metal with a
thin layer of glass was developed more
than a century ago; vitreous enamel
stands the test of time and there is still no
equivalent technological alternative
for durability in harsh conditions.
Vitreous enamel signs have become
iconic on streets and the London
Underground since Victorian times.

Corporate HQ makeover: Printed
manifestations, digital wallpaper and
wayfinding signage
When a famous global financial organisation underwent a complete office
renovation and rebrand, Reade Signs installed more than 1,000 metres of printed
window manifestations and digital wallpaper, cleverly using the manifestations to
demarcate each of the floor levels on the glass office fronts.
We created a stunning visual effect whilst making sure the glass is still compliant
with glass manifestation and building regulations.

We also installed 250 wayfinding and
door signs and 1,300 desk name signs, all
within a four-week window between the
completion of construction work and the
arrival of staff, eager to move into their
fresh looking four-story office space.

Here East: Repurposing a building
with a modern wayfinding system
We collaborated closely with brand and design consultancy
dn&co to transform two huge buildings at the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park into Here East, a thriving digital and creative campus
for East London.
The Main Media Centre, International Broadcast Centre and Main
Press Centre during the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic
Games presented a challenge in both physical size and
complexity.
Working with the designers, Reade Signs supplied and installed
more than 300 separate vinyl and painted wall graphics, some
of them more than eight feet high in order to work in the large
spaces and potentially disorientating corridors of the buildings.
We helped to create an easily navigable, user-friendly tech hub,
which is now home to BT Sport, Infinity SDC, Loughborough
University and University College London campuses. Here East is
now a thriving work space offering state-of-the-art facilities for
up to 7,500 people in an awe-inspiring environment.

Royal Tunbridge Wells:
Blending modern
wayfinding signage into
a historic town
When Tunbridge Wells Borough Council
asked Reade Signs to modernise its
existing, tired-looking wayfinding signage
around Royal Tunbridge Wells town
centre, we realised we had to come up with
a solution that would be both functional
and bold, while resonating with its historical
setting. We designed, manufactured and
installed eight striking monolith wayfinding
signs that reflected the surroundings while
serving the needs of both users and the council.
Making use of vitreous enamel, a very traditional coating method, and modern digital print technology, our monoliths reflect the
town’s rich architectural heritage while connecting with the modern age to stunning effect. The construction also offers a long
lasting quality to the look and feel, which will remain resistant to today’s demands.
The project was characterised by the need for a high quality finish to harmonise with its surroundings while serving as a practical
solution for visitors and inhabitants in a town rich with history.

Wexham Park Hospital: Creating a wayfinding and
signage system through colour
Wexham Park Hospital needed a clear signage system to allow staff, patients and visitors to navigate its corridors quickly
and confidently. The challenge for our installation team was the scale and variety of the signage they had to install
without disrupting the daily operation of the hospital and its busy A&E department.
We developed and installed wayfinding signs, door
signs and threshold graphics that matched the colour
coding system of the hospital, clearly and methodically
defining the many zones and destinations throughout
the hospital.
Entry to each zone also had to be indicated and our
team painted corridor walls and bump strips in the
appropriate colours to create thresholds to each
department.
A variety of wall graphics and projection signs were
installed in confined and busy surroundings by our
dedicated team who showed the utmost consideration
to both patients and staff.

Fulham Reach: Going the extra mile
to deliver beyond the brief
The award-winning Fulham Reach is
located on one of the most prestigious
stretches of the River Thames and the
site developers wanted wayfinding
signage to match. Reade Signs
was invited to create monolith and
wall-mounted signage throughout the
development.
However, whilst the designer’s proposal
looked great on paper, it just didn’t have
enough contrast and lacked visibility
when taken to prototype stage.
Also the specified materials would have
been overly expensive when compared
to alternatives and would not provide
any enhancement to the design. The
bronze coloured lettering lacked

visibility against its background
and would be both expensive
and difficult to produce within
the tight timeframe dictated by a
phased programme of apartment
release dates.
We investigated a wide range
of materials and colours from
a variety of manufacturers,
comparing finishes until we were
able to offer the developers four
options, which we felt had the right
combination of finish quality and colour.
They were so impressed with the final
choice that they made it the standard for
other projects.
At Reade Signs we don’t simply accept

your brief and deliver what you ask
for if we believe we can offer you an
alternative that saves on cost and looks
better within its surroundings.

The perfect blend of creativity, experience and expertise to
turn your requirements into reality.
“Reade Signs were great to work with from start to finish. They were very thorough in undertaking such a large
project and were flexible as the project changed and evolved. Feedback on the wayfinding has been excellent”
Jake Ellis, Assistant Property Manager, Here East.

Our stunning sign and display solutions help clients differentiate their brand and boost awareness in the most creative
and eye-catching ways, using innovative materials and formats.
Contact us on 01252 336000 or email enquiries@readesigns.com to see how we can support your architectural
signage needs.
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